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Zenoti Partners with Quick.me to Offer Working Capital to Beauty and
Wellness Businesses

The partnership provides Zenoti’s spa and salon small and medium businesses a faster, hassle-
free channel to access capital to grow their business.

BELLEVUE, WA (PRWEB) March 08, 2018 -- Zenoti, the leading cloud based enterprise software provider
for the beauty and wellness industry, announced a partnership with Quick.me, a financing platform for small
and medium businesses.

New York based Quick.me provides financial and insurance services to small to medium sized business.
Businesses on Zenoti can access working capital and other offerings through a “widget in the POS”. Quick.me
combines machine learning with human emotional intelligence to provide more personalized financing and
insurance solutions at lower rates and shorter approval times.

With this partnership, Zenoti’s spa and salon small and medium businesses have a faster, hassle-free channel to
access capital to grow their businesses. Quick.me’s process eliminates much of the usual collateral
requirements, typical of the industry.

“We’re constantly looking at ways to add value for our clients and this partnership will immensely benefit our
SMB clients. We’re excited about becoming even more integral to our customers’ growth and success” said
Sudheer Koneru, CEO at Zenoti.

“Our partnership with Zenoti enables us to reach out to SMB businesses in the beauty and wellness industry. As
a leading SaaS platform in this space, Zenoti was the obvious partnership choice for us.” said Ola Okeshola,
CEO at Quick.me.

About Zenoti

Founded in 2010, Zenoti was launched to provide an all-in-one business management solution for the spa and
salon industry. Today, the Zenoti platform is engineered for reliability and scale, using enterprise-level
technology made available to businesses of all sizes from the single location brand to chains with over 200
outlets.

Zenoti currently powers thousands of spas and salons in over 50 countries. Zenoti affords the ability to
seamlessly manage every aspect of a business from online appointment bookings, to billing through a POS,
CRM, employee scheduling and payroll, inventory management, building and deploying marketing promotional
and sales campaigns and more. Zenoti clients are able to increase customer retention, customer spend and cut
down on costs.

To know more about Zenoti, visit www.zenoti.com

About Quick.me

Founded in 2015, Quick provides finance and insurance offerings to businesses via partnerships. Quick, a
transformative Capital as a Service platform, integrates its API to payment platforms, POS companies, and
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similar marketplaces, to identify business owners in need of a loan and to gather data that can help make more
personalized loans.

Quick was initially launched out of a Yale Business School classroom as a mobile app that enabled customers
to locate barbershops, schedule and pay for appointments. After recognizing a bigger problem, Quick pivoted to
help solve the financial struggles faced by businesses in accessing capital.

To know more about Quick, visit www.quick.me
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Contact Information
Saritha Katikaneni
Zenoti
http://https://www.zenoti.com
+1 7373339370

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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